Abstract-Scene text information extraction plays an important role in many computer vision applications. Unlike most existing text extraction algorithms for English texts, in this paper, we focus on Chinese texts, which are more complex in stroke and structure. To tackle this challenging problem, we propose a novel convolutional neural network (CNN) based text structure feature extractor for Chinese texts. Each Chinese character contains its specific types and combination of text structure components, which is rarely seen in backgrounds. Thus, different from the features only applicable to one text extraction stage (text detection or text recognition), the text structure component feature is suitable for both Chinese text detection and recognition. A text structure component detector (TSCD) layer is designed to detect the large amount of component types, which is the most challenging part of extracting text structure component features. Through statistical classification various types of text structure component are detected by their specially designed convolutional units in the TSCD layer. With the TSCD layer, the CNN has improvements in the accuracy and uniqueness of text feature description. In the evaluation, both text detection and recognition algorithms based on the proposed text structure feature extractor achieve state-of-the-art results in two datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Text, an abstract presentation of artificial information, scattered throughout the human sociality in this succinct presenting age. As portable digital recording devices are rapidly in fashion among ordinary people, natural images and video content proliferate in image and video sharing websites, i.e. YouTube and Flickr. By extracting text information, which carries high level semantics, natural media content can be effectively understood and used. It is crucial for a wild range of applications such as image classification, scene recognition and automatic navigation in urban environments.
Generally text information extraction is divided into two stages: text detection and text recognition. As text recognition in scanned documents is well studied and many OCR systems have achieved quite good performance, most existing researches focus on the text detection stage. The challenges in detecting text from natural images come from the variations of text font, size and style, complex backgrounds, noise, and unconfirmed lighting conditions (like using flash lamps) [1] , [2] , [3] . However, when applying text recognition in openworld environments, the performance of traditional OCR techniques drops sharply. The key reason is that they are tuned to relatively stable environment of scanned documents. On the contrary, recognizing the text in natural scene images faces not only the challenges of text detection, but also the huge variations of text layouts, orientations, geometric distortions and partial occlusions [4] , [5] .
The strategy of performing text detection and text recognition in separate and independent stages may have certain problems. As discrepancies usually occur between the goal of text detection and the requirement of text recognition, it is argued that additional challenges may turn up when exploiting the text detection results for text recognition. Therefore, a variety of end-to-end text information extraction algorithms [6] , [7] , [8] are proposed to combine both text detection and recognition stages by a unified framework, which removes the discrepancies between the two stages.
Most of the text detection algorithms in the above literature use one or several manually designed features such as HOG or SIFT to extract text regions using a discriminative classifier or some heuristic rules. However, those features are not designed specifically for this task, which leads to difficult optimization problems and also poor adaptability. Recently, the majority of text detection and recognition algorithms [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] turn to seek the improvement brought by deep convolutional features which have shown remarkable success in various domains. Deep learning based algorithms extract accurate features from the original image in the pixellevel, which strengthens the feature adaptability to its learning data, for natural scene text detection and recognition. Taking the advantage of the high unification of text detection and recognition algorithms in the context of deep learning, the efficiency of end-to-end text information extraction framework design can be greatly improved with the help of specifically designed deep learning networks [13] , [14] .
Although significant improvements can be achieved by adopting deep learned features in the text domain, it is noted that most of existing works focus on English texts, which are relatively easy to define and recognize due to their simplicity in strokes and structures. However, we would also like to study the applicability of such methods on more complex tasks, such as Chinese text extraction. In particular, Chinese characters have much more complex characteristics than English characters. From the simplest aspect -number of strokes, most Chinese characters contain more than 5, while the most complex English character only has 4 strokes. In addition, there are more than 30 different types of Chinese strokes, while only 10 different types of strokes exist in English. From these discoveries, we argue that for English text detection algorithms, analyzing the relationship between the English characters (usually they are concatenated into words) is more important and difficult than character-level detection. The complexity of Chinese characters requires the detection algorithms to focus more on the inner relationship of strokes for Chinese characters. As Chinese text information extraction has not been widely researched, the number of publicly available scene Chinese text datasets are still sparse [15] , [10] , [16] which requires Chinese text extraction deep network with much higher efficiency given less data for training.
In this paper, we make two major contributions. (1) We propose a novel text structure feature extractor based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for Chinese text extraction. Compared to existing methods that focus on the relationship between characters, the proposed text-structure extractor is particularly useful in detecting and recognizing Chinese texts, due to its clear epitomization of the inner relationship within single characters. By analyzing the structures of most commonly-used Chinese characters in a statistical way, a text structure component detector (TSCD) layer (Fig.1) , is designed for extracting text structure component features accurately and comprehensively. As the core component of the proposed CNN architecture, a TSCD layer contains several text structure component detectors to detect various types of Chinese text structure component. The explicit modeling of various text structures is the key in reducing the huge data dependency for training Chinese text detectors with few examples.(2) We present detection and recognition models based on the text structure extractor and achieve state-of-theart Chinese scene text results for both the stages. An embryonic form of end-to-end Chinese text reading approach, which connects and unifies the two models, achieves promising text information extraction result. The text structure extractor shows its potential in an effective Chinese text information extraction system.
The rest of the document is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the motivation and the design of the text structure component detector layer. In Section III, we describe the text detection and recognition models based on the text structure extractor. In Section IV, we present the experimental results and discussions. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. TEXT STRUCTURE COMPONENT DETECTOR LAYER A. Motivation
The Chinese character is a kind of pictograph, which contains a large number of radicals and structures. To detect Chinese text, the most efficient method is analyzing the inner relationship of characters due to the complexity of the Chinese characters. Chinese character structure, which is the most remarkable feature of the Chinese character inner relationship, is abstracted natural objects. During the long time usage, the Chinese character structures are evolving to be more and more abstract. Modern Chinese structures have large differences from natural object structures. In [17] Chinese character structures are classified into 4 basic types: left-right structure, top-bottom structure, inner-outer structure and single character. There are many complex Chinese character structures based on the basic structures, such as the top-middlebottom structure. Chinese character structure component is the most basic constituent elements of Chinese characters. Each of the Chinese characters is constituted by one or several structure components. Therefore, the Chinese character structure component is one of the most important features in Chinese text detection and recognition.
The large quantity and valid formation of Chinese character structure components can make a big difference between the structure component features. However, the CNN model has difficulty in learning many features with large differences in a single convolutional layer. In the learning section, the learning methods of the convolutional features in the same layer are the same. The final difference of the convolutional features is determined by the initial parameter values. In many cases, due to the strong learning ability of a CNN, the learned convolutional features can have a big difference even with similar initial parameter values. However, in a single convolutional layer, structure component features are too variable to be learned with the initial parameter values. When the number of convolutional features becomes larger and larger, the similar cases occur more and more frequently. Therefore, a convolutional layer needs to be very large to extract most Chinese text structure component features as the features are large in quantity and valid in formation. An efficient CNN model demands more initial differences rather than the initial parameter value alone to extract Chinese text structure component features.
B. Design of TSCD layer
In order to initialize a convolutional layer properly for Chinese text structure component features, we analyze the structure components of some commonly used Chinese characters. The work in [18] discusses the utility of Chinese characters. They find a Chinese character utility function based on the fitted model of character occurrence rate:
where f (n) is the utility of the n th most commonly-used Chinese character, is the gamma function. We analyze the structure components of the most commonly-used 1290 Chinese characters, because the utility drops below 10 −4 when n > 1290. Among the most commonly-used characters, 46% of the characters are in left-right structure, 26% are in a topbottom structure, 11% are in a inner-outer structure and 17% are single character. Each basic structure types are divided into several major structures based on the character statistical analysis. The statistical result of top-bottom structure characters is shown in Fig.2 . More than 95% top-bottom structure characters can be classified into the 10 major structures in Fig.2 . It can be noted that although the character structures have valid formations and many types of components, the aspect ratios of the structure components are highly similar. There are three main aspect ratio types of the structure component occur in the top-bottom structure characters: 3:1, 3:2 and 2:1. There are also three secondary aspect ratio types in the top-bottom structure characters: 1:2, 1:1 and 2:3. Thus, the aspect ratio is an important property of the character structure component, which means the structure components can be easily distinguished and classified into several groups. We can use the aspect ratio type as an initial difference to ensure the CNN model extracts more Chinese text structure features with acceptable complexity.
A text structure component detector is a convolutional feature extractor for the character structure component with a particular aspect ratio type. In a text structure component detector, the aspect ratio of the common convolutional window, whose aspect ratio is 1:1, in a CNN model is adjusted to the same aspect ratio type of target character structure components by fixing the length of the longer edge. For example, a text structure component detector adjusts the aspect ratio of convolutional window into 2:1 to detect character structure components whose aspect ratio is also a 2:1. The convolutional window determines what part of the feature map the convolutional operation uses. A convolution window with a 2:1 aspect ratio uses all information of structure components with a 2:1 aspect ratio and less information of structure components with other aspect ratios. Thus, the text structure component detector is sensitive to the structure components with a 2:1 aspect ratio. In this way, text structure component detectors for extracting features of the structure components with different aspect ratios can be designed. To ensure the completeness of the text structure component features, we analyze the character structure components of all the most commonly-used 1290 Chinese characters focusing on their aspect ratio. It can be noted from the statistical result (as shown in Fig.3 ) that there are 11 aspect ratio types of structure components. The share of the 8 most common structure component aspect ratio types is over 99%. The number of text structure component detectors is set up based on the proportion of the structure component aspect ratio type. In the text structure component detector layer, all the text structure component detectors extract features in parallel. Therefore the quantitative distribution of text structure component detectors corresponds to the quantitative distribution of natural structure components, which guarantees that most Chinese character structure components can be detected in the text structure component detector layer. The CNN can extract Chinese text structure component features more accurately and comprehensively by using the text structure component detectors than a normal convolutional layer with the same number of feature maps.
III. TEXT DETECTION AND RECOGNITION CNN MODELS
To measure the applicability of the text structure component features extracted by the TSCD layer, we propose both Chinese text detection and recognition algorithms based on CNN models with a TSCD layer. Moreover, the text detection and recognition models have high similarity in network depth, TSCD layer position and feature map sizes, which implies the text detection and recognition with TSCD layer are unifiable in designing an end-to-end Chinese text information extracting system. 
A. Chinese Text Detection CNN Model
Scene text detection algorithms aim to detect text lines from a natural scene image. Generally, it contains three major parts: candidate text region extractor, region classifier and text line generator. In our model, a multi-scale sliding window method extracts candidate text regions from scene images. Then a trained Chinese text detection CNN is applied to detect the text regions. Finally the text regions form text lines through a geometry based text line formation method.
In detail, our proposed Chinese text detection CNN has 6 layers including a convolutional layer, a text structure component detector layer, two down-sampling layers, and two fully connected layers. The convolutional layer consists of 64 filters with size 9 × 9. The text structure component detector layer consists of 8 text structure component detectors corresponding to the 8 most common structure component types. 256 filters are distributed to the 8 text structure component detectors based on their proportions of the total text structure components (as shown in Fig.3) . Both of the down-sampling layers are max-pooling with poolsize of 2 × 2. The output feature maps are fully connected to a 1024 dimension feature vector with 1024 hidden units. The final output of the CNN is input to a simple softmax classifier to learn the parameters in the model from the training samples with size of 64 × 64 after the convolutional layer is pre-trained. A schematic of the CNN model is shown in Fig.4 .
B. Chinese Text Recognition CNN Model
Scene text recognition algorithms are simpler in structure compared to scene text detection algorithms as their inputs are definite -the text image patches. However, the classifier for scene text recognition demands to be much stronger as the number of categories is much larger. The labeled Chinese characters in existing scene Chinese text datasets are far from enough to train a credible text recognition CNN model. Thus, a large number of artificial scene character images are generated by the synthetic data engine in [19] to pre-train the text recognition CNN.
In detail the CNN Chinese text recognition model has 7 layers including two convolutional layers, a TSCD layer, two max-pooling down-sampling layers and two fully connected layers. In forward order the convolutional layers consist of 64 and 128 filters with size 9 × 9 and 7 × 7. The text structure component detector layer is composed of 8 text structure component detectors as the detection model. The down-sampling layers are located after the second convolutional layer and the TSCD layer. Both of the down-sampling layers are max- 
A. Chinese Scene Text Detection
The proposed Chinese scene text detection CNN model is evaluated on two multilingual text detection datasets. One a separate-labeled dataset [10] which contain 194 scene images for training and 200 for testing and all the texts are labeled separately according to their languages.The other dataset [15] is mix-labeled which contain 248 scene images for training and 239 for testing and all the texts are labeled without language information. The Chinese text detection performance of the proposed model is evaluated on the separate-labeled dataset, while the all-language text detection performance is evaluated on the mix-labeled dataset.
1) Experiments on the Separately Labeled Dataset:
The proposed text detection algorithm is designed for detecting Chinese text regions in scene images. Most text detection evaluation methods, including the ICDAR evaluation methods, evaluate the all-language text detection performance. In order to evaluate the Chinese text detection performance of our proposed algorithm on the separately labeled dataset, the ICDAR 2011 [20] text detection evaluation method is modified. Table I summarizes the evaluation results of the proposed text detection algorithm with different CNN models:
• CNN, a 6-layer CNN model including two convolutional layers, two down-sampling layers, and two fully connected layers. All the layers are randomly initialized.
• CNN-T, a 6-layer CNN model including convolutional layer, a text structure component detector layer, two down-sampling layers, and two fully connected layers. All the layers are randomly initialized.
• CNN-CT, a 6-layer CNN model including a convolutional layer, a text structure component detector layer, two down-sampling layers, and two fully connected layers. The first convolutional layer is initialized by the CSAE [10] and the other layers are randomly initialized.
In the evaluations of the proposed text detection algorithm with different CNN models, the model based on CSAE and text structure component detector layer achieves the best performance of precision 0.85 and recall 0.81. It can be noted that the improvements of the text structure component detector layer are different to precision and recall. The precision is improved 8% (from 0.73 to 0.81), while the recall is improved 2% (from 0.74 to 0.76). The text structure component detectors help extract more accurate and unique features by detecting the Chinese character structure components in the image. Less effective Chinese character structure component features can be extracted from background regions than Chinese text regions, and the Chinese character structure component features vary significantly between background regions and Chinese text regions. Therefore, the text structure component detector layer has a larger improvement in precision than recall.
2) Experiments on the Mix-Labeled Dataset: In order to evaluate our proposed text detection algorithm in a wider language environment and compare to more text detection algorithms, the mix-labeled dataset set up by Pan [15] is used to evaluate our proposed text detection algorithm. Most of the text regions in the mix-labeled dataset are Chinese text regions, which limits the performance influence. The evaluation method is an all-language text detection evaluation method as described in [15] . In this experiment, the proposed text detection algorithm is based on the CNN-CT model. Table II summarizes the evaluation results of different text detection algorithms. It can be noted that although the dataset contains a number of non-Chinese regions, which has negative effects on both of the measurements, the proposed algorithm still achieves the best recall and the state-of-art result. Liu's algorithm is a text detection algorithm designed for detecting Chinese texts presented recently and the best Chinese text detection algorithm on the mix-labelled dataset. The result shows that the proposed algorithm has better performance than Liu's algorithm especially on precision.
B. Chinese Scene Text Recognition
The proposed Chinese text recognition CNN model is evaluated on two text recognition datasets. One of them is an all natural text image dataset [10] in which all the text images are taken from natural scenes. The other dataset [16] , which contain 483 scene images for training and 484 for testing, is a partly natural text image dataset in which a number of text images are artificial (e.g. Internet ads). • CNN-9 is a 9-layer CNN model following the text recognition model in [14] , which has achieved the stateof-the-art English text recognition.
• CNN-7 is a 7-layer CNN model modified from the CNN-9. The last two convolutional layers are removed.
• CNN-T-7 is a 7-layer CNN model with a TSCD layer.
The last convolutional layer in CNN-7 is replaced by the TSCD layer.
• CNN-T-7+1 is an 8-layer CNN model with a TSCD layer.
After the TSCD layer in CNN-T-7, a convolutional layer is added.
• CNN-T-8 is an 8-layer CNN model with a TSCD layer.
After the last convolutional layer in CNN-7, the TSCD layer is added. From the evaluation results our proposed CNN models with TSCD layer all achieve better results than other models and the OCR system on both datasets. The TSCD layer shows its advantage in extracting Chinese text features for recognition. By comparing the recognition accuracies of the CNN models with a TSCD layer, the deeper CNN models have worse performance than the shallower CNN model CNN-T-7. As the Chinese character structures are more complex than English character structures, a filter with small size, which is usually designed for deeper networks, is not capable of extracting accurate character structure features. Thus the design of deeper CNN model for English text recognition is not suitable for Chinese text recognition.
C. Chinese Scene Text Information Extraction
Based on the text detection and recognition CNN models, an embryonic form of Chinese scene text information extraction system is designed by simply connecting the two models. The embryonic system is evaluated on Ren's dataset [10] as it contains real and well labeled scene text regions. In the evaluation, the system with both TSCD based detection and recognition models achieve the best result P/R/F of 0.64/0.52/0.57 compared to 0.53/0.46/0.49 if the detection model is normal, 0.57/0.44/0.50 if the recognition model is normal and 0.48/0.39/0.43 if both the detection and recognition are normal. It can be noted that by connecting two TSCD based models, the performance has more improvements than adding the TSCD based detection and recognition model improvements together (16%/13% compare to 6%+9%/5%+7%). Therefore, the evaluations imply that the text structure extractor with TSCD has potential in designing an effective Chinese text information extraction system.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a novel Chinese text structure feature extractor based on a CNN, which is appropriate to both text detection and recognition. In the text structure extractor, the text structure component detector (TSCD) layer plays the most important part. The TSCD layer contains several text structure component detectors. Each of them is designed to extract features from certain type of Chinese character structure components. The text structure component features have huge effects in analyzing the Chinese character inner relationship, which is the main focus of Chinese text detection and recognition. Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed feature extractor is effective in Chinese scene text detection and recognition by its high accuracy and completeness in representing Chinese text structure feature. It is also observed that the unified detection and recognition models have promising improvement when they are connected, which implies the potential of the text structure feature extractor in an end-to-end text reading approach. And a deeper model is not suitable to text recognition, because the text structure features demand the convolutional window has appropriate size.
